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Abstract: This essay revisits my earlier 1999 critique (Between Radicalism and Resignation: Democratic Theory in Habermas’ Between Facts and Norms’) of Habermas’ most important contribution to political and legal theory. Some of my criticisms stemmed from a failure to address the book’s complicated attempt to navigate between ‘facts’ and ‘norms’, and thus Habermas’ vision of ‘rational reconstruction’. Nonetheless, I argue that key elements of that original criticism not only remain pertinent, but that they can help us understand lacunae within Habermas’ more recent contributions to a critical theory of politics. First, my worries about Habermas’ apparent marginalization of systematic Kapitalismuskritik have been corroborated by his more recent writings. Second, there is no question that Habermas borrowed heavily from the democratic theory developed by Bernhard Peters, an important interlocutor for Habermas in the Frankfurt legal theory study group he coordinated during the late 1980s and early 1990s. Habermas’ debts to Peters have continued to shape his thinking. While they have helped Habermas pursue some productive analytic paths, others, unfortunately, have consequently been neglected.
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1. Introduction: Revisiting *Between Facts and Norms*

*Between Facts and Norms: Contributions to a Discourse Theory of Law and Democracy* (1996 [1992]) (*BFN*) remains not only one of Jürgen Habermas’ most impressive works, but also the Frankfurt School’s single greatest contribution to political and legal theory.¹ To be sure, first-generation Frankfurt School thinkers – most prominently, Franz L. Neumann and Otto Kirchheimer – had a great deal to say about law and democracy; more recent Frankfurt-oriented scholars have addressed these matters as well. Yet, *BFN*’s creative discussion of the equal primordiality of public and private autonomy, discourse-theoretical justification for rights and democracy, and many other innovative insights make it a landmark theoretical contribution. I cannot think of any related study that matches *BFN*’s architectonic scope and raw intellectual ambition. Where else can we find such an impressive synthesis of European (though, admittedly, mostly German) with Anglophone (mostly US) legal philosophy, political theory, and the sociology of law? In a context where some Frankfurt critical theorists seem increasingly skeptical of pursuing a constructive assessment of basic rights, constitutionalism, and the rule of law, *BFN* remains not only an imposing but also timely work (see Scheuerman 2017).

I first encountered a draft of *BFN* while participating during 1990/1991, as a twenty-five-year-old PhD student, in a legal-theoretical research seminar Habermas conducted in Frankfurt. In some ways an accidental (and, obviously, extremely lucky) participant, for this unformed US-American graduate student the seminar presented an astonishing opportunity to gain exposure to Habermas and his Frankfurt students (including a number who are now renowned scholars), more mature scholars who were regular participants (e.g., Ingeborg Maus, Bernhard Peters), visitors from abroad (Ken Baynes, Jim Bohman), and famous occasional invitees (Gunther Teubner, Ulrich Preuss). I still have vivid memories of the photocopied draft of *BFN* and, even more vividly, my own intellectual struggle to make sense of what, given my limited formal training in legal theory, seemed like a mysterious code I desperately needed to crack. I also distinctly recall trying to situate *BFN* in relation to my PhD research on Neumann and Kirchheimer, thinkers who – to my great frustration at the time – barely appeared in the manuscript, despite some obvious thematic overlap.² I have never endorsed the overly simple assessment that *BFN* had embraced liberalism (alongside basic rights, constitutionalism, and the rule of law) at the cost of abandoning critical theory. After all, even as a young Marxist Habermas had taken such (supposedly) ‘liberal’ legal ideals seriously, as had Neumann and Kirchheimer before him. Nonetheless, I found myself struggling to answer a question that that
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